SEVERE WEATHER NOTIFICATION PLAN
HORSE BARN AND RUMINANT NUTRITION

In the event of severe weather, the following persons/farms should be contacted directly:

Beef Nutrition Farm          292-4445
Swine Nutrition Farm         292-3747
Josh Lizer – Horse Barn Student Apartment 294-0804
Rosemary Sundberg – Horse Barn Student Apartment 708-1734
Teaching Farm Headquarters   292-1928
    Manager: Bob Hibing       291-1876
    Teaching Farm to contact:
    Beef Teaching             292-2735
    Sheep Teaching            292-2860
    Swine Teaching            292-3117

In the event of a Tornado Warning, all occupants of the Horse Barn and Ruminant Nutrition Lab should proceed immediately to the Ruminant Nutrition Lab Room 108.